SECOND OPINION

A GOOD APPLE
Dr. Levine’s comments in the July issue brought back a flood of memories for me. For I, too, had the privilege of studying under Dr. Franklin Reeve while at Columbia. Dr. Reeve was my preceptor for literature humanities during the first semester of my sophomore year.

For a naive 17-year-old product of academic acceleration in the New York City school system it was a revelation. More than anyone else he opened my eyes to the richness of literature and philosophy, an appreciation that I’ve maintained on some level to this day. His Russian influence must have been there as well for I took a Russian literature course as an elective in my senior year, which I also cherish. It’s been a long time since I thought about Professor Reeve. Thank you, Dr. Levine, for writing your article, which allowed me to relive some of those pleasant emotions.

Ralph Schmeltz, MD ’63
Clinical Professor of Medicine
University of Pittsburgh

BE TRUE TO YOUR SCHOOL
You—yes, you—can help your beloved alma mater ensure it keeps graduating the best and the brightest students. The Office of Admissions at the School of Medicine is looking for alumni to touch base with admitted applicants from all over the country. Maybe you could meet with Pitt prospects over coffee, answer their questions by phone or e-mail, or invite them to your clinic or lab. (If you’re a recent grad, don’t think that applicants wouldn’t enjoy hearing your point of view as well. You are perhaps best equipped to let them in on what they can expect after they enroll.) What better way to tout our school than to show off Pitt’s finest?

To find out more, call 412-648-9891.

WE YEARN FOR JERNE
The October article on Niels Jerne captures much of the personal charm as well as the innovative scientific insight that characterized my blood cousin. I’ve sent a copy to his wife.

Pitt Med is a real winner among the alumni journals published in the United States. The October issue was especially attractive from Chancellor Nordenberg’s call to the campus community on September 12 to Dr. Einstein’s photo from 1934.

Campbell Moses, MD ’41
New York, New York

We gladly receive letters and photos (which we may edit for length, style, and clarity).
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